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Library information Service CIIT Lahore

To give the new look, CIIT Lahore Library furniture has been re-arranged. You are invited to visit the library and enjoy the new extended sitting capacity in main hall. With the re-arrangement, library users will feel comfortable while sitting in the hall and can access their required physical resources without any hurdle. Library is thankful to YasirUsmanQazi, Assistant Professor and HibaHashmi, Lecturer for Architecture & Design for their expert opinion and guidance for re-arranging the library furniture.

TRAINING / WORKSHOP ON TURNITIN & LIBRARY RESOURCES AND SERVICES

CIIT Lahore Library has organized training / workshop for the faculty members of CIIT Lahore in two phases. In first phase, the training was held for the faculty members of Electrical / Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Chemical Engineering and IRCBM on January 29, 2013. For rest of the departments, training with same contacts was held on February 03, 2013. The contents of the training were 1) library resources and services and 2) How to avoid plagiarism: a better use of searching techniques. Tariq Najmi, Incharge Library, NasiraMunir&AimanShahnawaz, Information specialists was the resources persons of above mentioned training / workshop.

NavidSiddique Joined CIIT Lahore

Its matter of pleasure that Mr. Naveed Siddique has joined Library Information Services, CIIT Lahore as an Assistant Librarian. Previously he was working at CIIT Islamabad with same position and now transferred in CIIT Lahore. We welcome him on board with core of our heart and wish him best of luck.
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- Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems: Computing and Modeling
- Elementary Solid State Physics
- Elements of Engineering Electromagnetics
- Elements of Materials Science
- Fiber Optic Communications
- Fundamentals of Electromagnetics for Engineering
- Heat and Thermodynamics
- Introduction to Materials Science for Engineers
- Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
- John E. Freund’s Mathematical Statistics with Applications
- Material Science and Metallurgy
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